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Abstract

In this article, we develop a simple principal-agent model with a government

and two public o¢ cials who are inclined to engage in corruption activities. The

paper �rst shows that the government has no incentive to �ght corruption if

there are no second and third parties a¤ected by or aware of the negative social

impact of bribery. Then, we propose a thought-provoking, anti-corruption

policy in which public o¢ cials are co-responsible for the behavior of each other.

The purpose of the policy is to make public o¢ cials directly a¤ected by the

social costs of corruption. With joint responsibility, the government can get

rid of corruption and achieve a Pareto improvement with respect to standard

individual liability.
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�The price good men pay for indi¤erence to public a¤airs

is to be ruled by evil men.�

Plato

1 Introduction

Corruption is about breaking some fundamental rule of society in exchange for some

personal bene�t. On one side, there is an individual who is in a position to break

the law and bestow some advantage upon some other individual who, on the other

side, is prepared to reward the �rst one with some monetary or real prize. If both

parties engage in this exchange, without any coercion, both parties will be better

o¤ than the case when no exchange takes place. However, a number of negative

externalities may be associated to corruption. First, diverting resources away from

their legal destination is by itself a resource misallocation. Second, opening this kind

of market will stimulate further corruption, as the incentive structure may render

it more attractive than many other markets. This is why corruption has a bad

reputation and is usually severely sanctioned.

This article presents a simple corruption game based on the principal-agent frame-

work1. We analyze the agency problem between the government (principal) and two

public o¢ cials (agents), who hold a public o¢ ce. The government confers some

discretionary authority to public o¢ cials for the administration of a public service.

Agents can use their authority for personal gain in the relationship with a third party,

for example citizens. Citizens may be in the position to pay a lump sum to the gov-

ernment (for example, a fee or �ne), and agents may misinform the government and

try to extort money from them. In this paper, we assume that agents will always

decide to bribe whenever they have the chance and no incentive to do otherwise. Ap-

propriate incentives can be provided by the monitoring activity of the government,

by o¤ering high enough wages or by the internalization of social sanctions imposed

by other individuals.

1See Aidt (2003) for a review of the principal-agent literature on corruption.
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In particular, a decisive role is played by the enforcement of moral norms and

social punishment of wrongdoers. We draw on the distinction made in the literature

between second party and third party punishment2. Fehr and Fischbacher (2004),

in a series of �eld experiments, show that second party punishment can easily make

norm violations unpro�table, whereas third party punishment is not su¢ cient unless

the number of people (indirectly) harmed is high enough. Thus, the combination of

second and third party sanctions can provide the right incentives for the enforcement

of moral rules, such as those needed to prevent corruption in the public sector.

However, two of the most widespread and distinctive features of corruption are the

pervasive culture of societal acceptance or impunity and, for what concerns this

paper, the imperfect correspondence between one�s interest and the alleged public

interest. This means that, for some (or many) corruption-related crimes, there may

be no second party involved, while the third party can be represented by people who

are unaware of the indirect social costs borne by society. One example is the case

analyzed in this paper, in which both the public o¢ cial and the citizen can pro�t

from the bribe and no one else is directly hurt, except for the vague perception of

observing a reduction in public revenues (and thus in public goods and services).

In our example, corruption only a¤ects the abstract and impersonal �gure of the

government (society).

We attempt to make the following two contributions to the literature:

i) the �rst is that the government has no (monetary) incentive to get rid of

corruption. Namely, the government will always �nd it pro�table to perform the

lowest possible monitoring, pay the minimum wage to public o¢ cials and let them

engage in corruption as a gamble3.

ii) the second is a thought-provoking, anti-corruption policy proposal based on

joint liability among public o¢ cials. Under the policy, both o¢ ce holders are consid-

ered responsible and must pay a pecuniary sanction if one of them is found involved

2We refer to second party (third party) as individuals directly (indirectly) a¤ected by corruption
crimes.

3On the interpretation of �corruption as a gamble�, see Cadot (1987).
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in corruption activities. Thus, the objective of the policy is to turn individuals from

uninterested third parties into engaged and active second parties4.

It is important to stress that the joint liability policy we propose is intended to be

incentive compatible and not punitive. This means that the mere threat of sanction

can induce the socially desirable behavior and, thus, punishments need not be carried

out in equilibrium. This is plausible in the context of corruption, in particular for

bribery, which is one of the few real-life examples of binary choice decisions. Besides,

with the term sanction, we refer to monetary penalties and not to other forms of

legal or penal sanctions, which are not considered in the paper and rest upon the

indisputable paradigm that they must be imposed only on wrongdoers.

The rest of the paper is in four sections. Section 2 outlines the model. Section

3 shows that, under standard individual liability, e¢ ciency wages are not a cost-

e¤ective instrument to �ght corruption. Section 4 proposes the joint liability policy.

4In this paper, we do not enter the debate on the moral legitimacy of punishing the innocent.
Here, we brie�y discuss some of the reasons, reported in the literature, in favor of collective sanc-
tions. Levinson (2003), �rst, claims that it is our modern conception of liberal morality that wants
that responsibility must be attributed on individuals and not on groups. Collective responsibility
is viewed as a cultural relic from past times, which should better be con�ned to primitive societies.
Then, he draws attention to the fact that collective sanctions are, in fact, used in a wide array
of today�s situations, even in contemporary Western societies. Many institutional arrangements,
such as insurance and credit markets, allocate rewards and sanctions on groups and not on single
individuals. Similarly, shareholders are considered collectively liable for the violations and business
losses of corporations, while voters can sanction an entire political coalition by choosing candidates
of other parties. More down to earth, parents and teachers usually punish all their children and
pupils for the misbehavior of one or a few.
Peterson (2012) adds that a more tolerant attitude towards the use of collective sanctions is nec-
essary for a change in the status quo. The justi�cation for their use should stem from at least
one of two prescriptive principles: the hidden responsibility of individuals, even when they do not
participate actively in the crime commission; the consequentialist calculus of the social net bene�t
of punishing innocent individuals. The collective punishment we refer to in this paper are based
on the second principle, which allows to impose collective sanctions if the �nal results will serve
a greater public purpose. In addition, we follow the argument of Heckathorn (1990), and assume
that individuals can redistribute (part of) the collective punishment to the actual wrongdoers.
He distinguishes between direct and indirect collective punishment, and argues that sanctions are
rarely strictly individualized because, even when they are imposed to a single individual, the �nal
e¤ects can then be dispersed to the members of the relevant group. This redistribution implies the
existence of some kind of spillover e¤ect of social or other forms of sanctions within the members
of the group.
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Section 5 discusses the main results and concludes.

2 The public o¢ ce setup

Consider a one-period, risk-neutral economy with a government (principal) and two

public o¢ cials (agents), Mario and Sara, who hold the same public o¢ ce. Agents are

in direct contact with citizens, who may be in a position to pay a �ne or fee, F , to the

public authority. Public agents may have the incentive to misinform the government

and o¤er a bribe to citizens, asking them to pay an amount equal or lower than F .

To simplify, we assume that each agent can �ne at most one citizen, and that agents

have complete bargaining power over citizens, so the deal is such that the bribe is

equal5 to F . We indicate by � 2 (0; 1) the probability that a citizen is required to
pay the fee. The justi�cation for the introduction of a stochastic fee payment is that,

if � were equal to: 0, citizens would never be in the position to pay the fee (this

would put into question the rationale for the existence of the public o¢ ce); 1, the

information asymmetry between the government and agents would play no role.

The government is endowed with a technology that can monitor each agent with

a (variable) probability p 2 (0; 1), at a linear cost of c. If corruption is detected,
public o¢ cials are forced to transfer the �ne to the government, must pay a monetary

sanction, and lose their jobs6. No penalty is, instead, imposed to citizens. Public

o¢ cials have a reservation wage equal to wR, and an initial wealth of W . The

government�s objective is to maximize expected revenues, so it will set the monetary

sanction to W , and the probability of detection, p, to the lowest possible level.

In the model, we do not consider a production function of public goods or services,

but we implicitly assume that the marginal value of fee resources is higher in the

hands of the government than in the hands of corrupt individuals. We also consider

no peer monitoring among public o¢ cials, and no reporting (whistleblowing) to the

authority7.

5Actually, the bribe should be at least slightly lower than F , otherwise the crime committed by
the agent would be related to malfeasance or abuse of o¢ ce and not to corruption.

6The penalties imposed to corrupt o¢ cials are similar to those in the paper by Fan (2006).
7With only two public o¢ cials, there is not the issue of analyzing the selection process of can-
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We examine policies of the type (l; w), where l 2 fI; Jg indicates the liability,
individual or joint, among public o¢ cials, and w is the wage paid to agents. We

indicate by E[�(l; w)] the government�s expected payo¤ (per public o¢ cial), and by

E[u(l; w)] each agent�s expected payo¤. In Section 3, we will assume that agents

and citizens do not perfectly observe the reduction in public revenues, and possibly

public goods and services, which derives from the misallocation of resources. This

means that there are no second and third parties directly or indirectly a¤ected by

corruption crimes. In Section 4, we will show that, under the joint liability policy,

the government can provide direct utilitarian grounds for blaming corrupt public

o¢ cials. In this case, both o¢ ce holders must pay a monetary sanction if one of them

is detected and found to be corrupt. Hence, the policy will force honest individuals

to become directly interested second parties8.

If we had symmetric information, no agent would o¤er a bribe to citizens and the

government would not invest in auditing. The �rst-best solution would be obtained,

and the government�s expected payo¤ would be

E[�]FB = �F � wR. (1)

That is, the payo¤ would be equal to the expected fee payment minus the (reserva-

tion) wage paid to public agents. Throughout the paper, we will assume that the

�rst-best payo¤ in (1) is strictly positive.

3 Individual liability

Under individual liability, the government can choose between two possible strategies

to reduce or eliminate corruption. We will analyze: in sub-section 3.1, the policy

didates. If we considered a higher number of (heterogeneous) public o¢ cials, their observable
characteristics, if any, could be used by the government as additional instruments in the selection
procedure. For example, in a �eld experiment of public service provision, Rivas (2013) shows that
women are intrinsically more honest and less vulnerable to corruption than men. If this is the case,
the introduction of female quotas would reduce the government�s monitoring costs.

8It may appear more reasonable to expect the penalty paid by the innocent individual to be
lower than that paid by the wrongdoer but, to simplify the exposition, we will set it equal to W .
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(I; 0), in which the government pays the minimum wage (�rst normalized to 0) to

public o¢ cials, and tries to discourage corruption through random auditing; in sub-

section 3.2, the policy (I; w), where the government introduces e¢ ciency wages in

addition to audit control.

3.1 Minimum wage

In this sub-section, we consider the policy (I; 0), in which the minimum wage paid

to public o¢ cials is 0.

The story starts with a citizen who goes to the public o¢ ce to pay the �ne, F ,

and is received by one of the two o¢ cials, who can then decide whether to o¤er the

bribe or not. The public o¢ cal has no incentive to bribe if the expected payo¤ from

corruption is lower than the minimum wage. That is, if the incentive compatibility

constraint,

W � W + (1� p)F � pW , (IC0I )

is satis�ed. The right-hand side of (IC0I ) is the agent�s expected payo¤ from cor-

ruption: with probability 1 � p, the agent is not detected and retains the bribe, F ,
whereas with probability p, he/she is detected and forced to pay the sanction, W

(and transfer F to the government).

Note that, in (IC0I ), the agent�s choice is made after a citizen is �ned, that is if the

opportunity to bribe arises.

The incentive constraint holds if

p � F

F +W
� pMAX

I . (2)

This means that a large detection probability would be su¢ cient to prevent cor-

ruption in this simple model. However, the participation constraint must also be

satis�ed, otherwise agents would not have the incentive to accept the job. The

agent�s participation constraint is

W + �[(1� p)F � pW ] � W + wR. (PC0I )
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This requires that, in expected terms, the payo¤ from bribery must be higher than

the reservation wage.

The reason why we set the participation constraint such that bribery must be pre-

ferred is that, for each level of the minimum wage below wR, it would not be possible

to induce the truth-telling behavior. In other words, the participation constraint

would never be satis�ed if, in the left-hand side of (PC0I ), we considered the payo¤

from not bribing, that is the initial wealth plus a minimum wage below wR.

The participation constraint is satis�ed when

p � �F � wR
�(F +W )

� p0I . (3)

From (2) and (3),

pMAX
I � p0I =

wR
�(F +W )

> 0.

Hence, the presence of a positive reservation wage of public o¢ cials does not allow the

government to set the sanction at the level, pMAX
I , such that the incentive constraint,

(IC0I ), can be satis�ed
9. This means that public o¢ cials will always o¤er a bribe to

citizens, if the chance arises.

Therefore, the expression for the government�s expected payo¤ (per each public of-

�cial) can be written as

E[�(I; 0)] = �p(F +W )� pc. (4)

The payo¤ in (4) consists of two terms: the sum, F +W , transferred by the corrupt

public o¢ cial is he/she is caught taking the bribe (which happens with probability

�p, that is when the citizen is �ned and the agent is audited); the monitoring cost,

c, incurred with probability p.

9This may partly explain why there are usually institutional constraints to the adoption of large
and repressive penalties. See, on this topic, Becker and Stigler (1974), and La¤ont and Guessan
(1999). A similar argument can be made for the detection probability, because a very high audit
control may entail additional agency and monitoring costs. Besides, a higher detection control, for
example through improvements in technology, may have perverse e¤ects because it may encourage
preemptive corruption, as stressed by Samuel and Lowen (2010).
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If the expected transfer from the corrupt agent is larger than the audit cost, that is

�(F +W ) � c, (5)

the payo¤ in (4) is increasing in p, and decreasing otherwise. In this latter case, the

easiest way to eliminate corruption would be to eliminate the fee. Thus, to make the

analysis interesting, in what follows we assume that (5) holds.

Under (5), the detection probability is set by the government at the (least expensive)

level, that is p = p0I , so that (PC
0
I ) is binding. Thus, the incentive constraint, (IC

0
I ),

will be slack.

In equilibrium, using p0I , the government�s expected payo¤ is

E[�(I; 0)] =
(�F � wR)[�(F +W )� c]

�(F +W )
. (6)

The di¤erence between the government�s �rst-best payo¤ and the payo¤ with asym-

metric information is E[�]FB � E[�(I; 0)] = (�F � wR)c=�(F +W ), which is pos-
itive under the assumption in (1). Therefore, we have the standard result that,

under asymmetric information, the principal is not able to obtain the �rst-best (full-

information) payo¤.

Each agent�s equilibrium expected payo¤ is

E[u(I; 0)] = W + �[(1� p0I)F � p0IW ] =W + wR, (7)

which is equal to the reservation level.

Note that, under the policy (I; 0), bribes are the main source of income for public

o¢ cials. This would be true for each level of the minimum wage strictly below wR, so

the wage that maximizes the government expected payo¤ is, indeed, 0. This implies

the following preliminary result.

Proposition 0. If the wage of public o¢ cials is lower than the reservation level,
corruption cannot be eliminated.

Remark 1. In the model, we make the implicit assumption that the government
has the ability to commit to the monitoring policy. The justi�cation is that, without
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commitment, public o¢ cials would anticipate that the government does not �nd it

pro�table to audit and, thus, they would always choose to deviate by extracting a

bribe from citizens (on this topic, see Khalil, 1997).

3.2 E¢ ciency wage

In this sub-section, we analyze the policy (I; w), in which the government introduces

the e¢ ciency wage as an additional instrument to �ght corruption.

The wage must be set to a level such that, after a citizen is �ned, the public

o¢ cial has no incentive to bribe. That is, such that the incentive constraint,

W + w � W + (1� p)(w + F )� pW , (ICwI )

is satis�ed.

The left-hand side of (ICwI ) is the payo¤ (wealth plus wage) received by the agent

when he/she chooses not to bribe. The right-hand side is the expected payo¤ from

corruption: with probability 1� p, the agent is not audited and obtains w+F ; with
probability p, the agent is detected and must pay the sanction W .

The incentive constraint is satis�ed when

w �
�
1

p
� 1
�
F �W � wI . (8)

From the binding (ICwI ), the lowest (least expensive) e¢ ciency wage is w = wI .

The participation constraint is

W + wI = W +

�
1

p
� 1
�
F �W � W + wR. (PCwI )

Note that, in this case, e¢ ciency wages can induce the truth-telling behavior. Thus,

in the left-hand side of the participation constraint, we can consider the payo¤ from

not bribing.
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From the binding (PCwI ), the lowest (least expensive) audit probability is

p =
F

F +W + wR
� pwI . (9)

From (3) and (9),

pwI � p0I =
[(1� �)F +W + wR]wR
�(F +W )(F +W + wR)

> 0.

Thus, under the policy (I; w), the government is forced to increase the probability

of monitoring and use more resources compared to the policy (I; 0).

The expression for the government�s expected payo¤ (per public o¢ cial) is

E[�(I; w)] = �F � wI � pc. (10)

In (10), since e¢ ciency wages can prevent corruption, the government obtains F if

a citizen is �ned, and incurs the costs for the wage and audit control.

In equilibrium, using pwI , it follows that wI = wR, and the expected payo¤s are

E[�(I; w)] = �F � wR �
Fc

F +W + wR
, (11)

and

E[u(I; w)] =W + wR. (12)

Again, the government cannot achieve the �rst-best outcome, and agents obtain a

payo¤ equal to the reservation level.

3.3 Minimum wage vs e¢ ciency wage

From (6) and (11), the di¤erence between the government�s expected payo¤ under

the minimum wage policy and that under the e¢ ciency wage policy is

E[�(I; 0)]� E[�(I; w)] = [(1� �)F +W + wR]cwR
�(F +W )(F +W + wR)

> 0. (13)
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Thus, we can summarize the discussion of sub-sections 3.1 and 3.2 in the following

Proposition 1. Under individual liability, there is no (monetary) incentive for the
government to get rid of corruption with e¢ ciency wages.

The government (and thus society) is faced with the following choice: either

tolerate corruption by paying a very low minimum wage, or eliminate corruption

with costly e¢ ciency wages. If the choice is the former, corruption can be viewed as

an integral part of the simple institutional framework analyzed in this model. The

government rationally chooses to accept some corruption because it allows to set

the wage of public o¢ cials below the reservation level. This minimum wage policy

is particularly attractive if the government is budget constrained, and may explain

why public o¢ cials in developing countries are usually underpaid and inclined to

corruption10.

In our setup, corruption is modelled as a gamble both in the probability of being

detected (and punished) and in the likelihood that bribes are o¤ered (that is, when

citizens �nd themselves in the situation of paying the fee). Stochastic fee payments

alter the interplay between the participation and incentive constraints, and have

a negative impact on the willingness of public o¢ cials to accept a job in which

they can potentially gain from corruption. In equilibrium, if the minimum wage is

below the reservation level, the participation constraint is binding and the incentive

constraint slack, so agents will always extract a bribe if they are given the chance.

This leads to the somewhat counterintuitive conclusion that the government will set

the minimumwage to the lowest possible level and turn a blind eye to corruption. The

overall increase in cost (wages and monitoring costs) necessary to make corruption

unattractive may be too much. Hence, living with corruption may turn out to be an

undesirable but inescapable implication11.

10See Gorodnichenko and Peter (2007).
11This conclusion is similar to that of Besley and McLaren (1993), in which minimum (capit-

ulation) wages rather than e¢ ciency wages can maximize total revenues, but only under some
circumstances. The key di¤erence is that in their case this happens when the number of taxpayers
liable (that is, with positive income) is small, whereas in our case the government will always be
tempted to choose minimum wages (and thus tolerate corruption).
Our result is, instead, di¤erent from that derived in the e¢ cient corruption theory, whereby corrup-
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Three of the reasons why corruption can be preferred are: a) public o¢ cials look

only at the personal bene�t of bribing as against to not bribing. No social or legal

norm stops them from doing so; b) public o¢ cials have an alternative to working

for the government. To keep them within the public sector, the reservation wage (in

expected terms) has to be paid, even under the guise of the rewards from corruption;

c) governments face a stochastic environment regardless of whether or not public

o¢ cials bribe citizens. Even in the best possible circumstances, that is when no

corruption takes place, fees are extracted with a given probability. The �ne extracted

from corrupt public o¢ cials may sometimes make the di¤erence.

4 Joint liability

In this section, we introduce the policy (J; w), in which the government makes Mario

and Sara co-responsible for the behavior of each other. Joint liability means that both

public o¢ cials must pay a monetary sanction if one of them is caught for corruption.

To simplify the analysis, we make the following assumptions: 1) in case one of

the o¢ ce holders if found to be corrupt, both the wrongdoer and the (presumed)

innocent must pay the same sanction, W ; 2) the honest agent who pays the sanction

cannot ask the dishonest colleague or the government for damage compensation12; 3)

the innocent individual can redistribute part, all, or even more than the punishment

received to the wrongdoer through the imposition of a moral sanction, which causes

the additional cost S; 4) if both o¢ ce members are corrupt, there will be no redis-

tribution of moral sanctions between them; 5) each agent knows if the other o¢ ce

holder has �ned a citizen or not.

We restrict attention to sub-game perfect equilibria in which the two o¢ cials

tion can have e¢ ciency enhancing allocative e¤ects, for example, because corrupt individuals can
speed up or circumvent complex and burdensome bureaucratic procedures (see Shleifer and Vishny,
1994).
On this topic, see also Andvig and Moene (1990), and Kofman and Lawarrée (1996).
12This assumption deserves a few words of comment. We use the (somewhat harsh) presumption

of guilt, so this might be viewed as unfeasible or highly unethical. Of course, we use this assumption
to simplify the analytic derivations, but we could easily add to the model the possibility that the
honest member of the group can �le a claim for the monetary sanction paid.
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choose not to bribe (then, we will show that the equilibrium is also in dominant

strategies). Each agent i, with i =Mario,Sara, has two possible strategies, be hon-

est, �i = H, or dishonest, �i = D. We indicate agent i�s expected payo¤ by

E[u(J; w)](�ij��i), where ��i is the strategy adopted by the other o¢ ce member.

In the derivation of the equilibrium wage, we will consider the (most di¢ cult) incen-

tive problem in which two citizens are independently �ned by the two agents. Again,

the choice to bribe or not is made after a citizen is �ned13.

When two citizens are �ned by Mario and Sara, Mario has no incentive to bribe,

when Sara chooses not to bribe, if his incentive compatibility constraint is satis�ed,

that is

E[u(J; w)](HjH) � E[u(J; w)](DjH),

or

W + w � W + (1� p)(w + F )� p(W + S). (ICwJ )

The left-hand side of (ICwJ ) is Mario�s payo¤ (wealth plus wage) when both agents

choose not to bribe. The right-hand side is Mario�s expected payo¤ when he bribes

(he is dishonest), and Sara does not bribe (she is honest): with probability 1 � p,
Mario is not audited and obtains w + F , whreas with probability p, he is audited,

must pay W , and is subjected to the moral sanction cost, S, imposed by Sara.

Note that, since Sara�s strategy is �S = H, Mario�s incentive constraint is represented

by (ICwJ ) whether or not a citizen is also �ned by her.

13If the choice to bribe is made before a citizen is �ned, we would come to the same conclusion.
Indeed, prior to accepting the job, Mario has no incentive to bribe, when Sara does not bribe, if

w � �2[(1� p)(w + F )� pW ] + �(1� �)[(1� p)(w + F )� pW ] + �(1� �)w + (1� �)2w.

The left-hand side is Mario�s payo¤ (wage) when both o¢ ce members choose not to bribe. The
right-hand side is Mario�s payo¤when he bribes and Sara does not bribe. It consists of four terms: i)
with probability �2, the two o¢ ce members �ne two distinct citizens. In this case, with probability
1 � p, Mario is not audited and obtains w + F , while with probability p, he is audited and must
pay W ; ii) with probability �(1� �), one citizen is �ned by Mario, and his payo¤ is either w + F
if not detected, or �W if detected; iii) with probability �(1� �), one citizen is �ned by Sara, and
Mario�s payo¤ is w; iv) with probability (1� �)2, no citizen is �ned and Mario receives w.
The lowest equilibrium e¢ ciency wage is w = (1=p� 1)F �W � S = wJ .
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From (ICwJ ), the lowest equilibrium e¢ ciency wage is

w =

�
1

p
� 1
�
F �W � S � wJ . (14)

Each agent�s participation constraint is (we drop the subscript HjH)

E[u(J; w)] =W + wJ = W +

�
1

p
� 1
�
F �W � S � W + wR. (PCwJ )

From the binding (PCwJ ), the lowest audit probability is

p =
F

F +W + S + wR
� pwJ . (15)

From (9) and (15), we have that pwJ < pwI , so the optimal audit probability under

joint liability is lower than that under individual liability in sub-section 3.2.

In addition, from (2) and (15), pwJ � pw0 if

S � [(1� �)F +W + wR]wR
�F � wR

� SwJ . (16)

Thus, if the moral sanction imposed by honest individuals is above the threshold SwJ ,

the equilibrium audit probability under joint liability is lower than the one derived

under the minimum wage policy of sub-section 3.1.

The equilibrium expected payo¤s under joint liability are

E[�(J; w)] = �F � wJ � pwJ c = �F � wR �
Fc

F +W + S + wR
, (17)

and

E[u(J; w)] =W + wR. (18)

We now show that each public o¢ cial has the incentive to be honest even though

the other o¢ ce member is corrupt.

When two distinct citizens are �ned by Mario and Sara, Mario has no incentive to
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bribe, when Sara chooses to bribe, if

E[u(J; w)](HjD) � E[u(J; w)](DjD),

or

W + (1� p)w � pW � W + (1� p2)(w + F )� p(2� p)W . (19)

The left-hand side of (19) is Mario�s expected payo¤ when he is honest and Sara is

dishonest: with probability 1 � p, Sara is not audited and Mario obtains w; with
probability p, Sara is audited and Mario must pay the sanction, W .

The right-hand side is Mario�s payo¤ when both o¢ ce members are dishonest. The

payo¤ consists of two terms: i) with probability 1 � p2, neither Mario nor Sara are
audited, and Mario obtains w + F ; ii) with probability p2 + 2p(1 � p) = p(2 � p),
Mario or Sara or both of them are audited, and Mario must pay W .

Note that in the payo¤ on the left-hand side of (19), we assume that imposing

the moral sanction is costless for the innocent individual. Besides, in the payo¤

on the right-hand side, both o¢ ce members are corrupt, so there will be no future

redistribution of (moral) sanctions between them.

The expression in (19) is satis�ed if

w � W � (1 + p)F
p

� wDJ . (20)

Since wJ�wDJ = 2(F +wR)+S > 0, the equilibrium wage derived in (14) is su¢ cient
to prevent the strategy �i = D for i =Mario,Sara.

4.1 Individual liability vs joint liability

From (11) and (17), the di¤erence between the government�s payo¤ under joint lia-

bility and that under individual liability with e¢ ciency wages is

E[�(J; w)]� E[�(I; w)] = SFc

(F +W + wR) (F +W + S + wR)
. (21)

So, if the government wants to eliminate corruption with e¢ ciency wages, joint lia-
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bility is less expensive (more cost-e¤ective) than individual liability for each positive

level of the moral sanction cost, S. The mechanism relies on the condition that

innocent individuals respond to the monetary sanctions applied by the government

by enforcing moral sanctions to wrongdoers. And, of course, on the condition that

these sanctions in�ict an additional cost to corrupt individuals.

Since under either individual or joint liability, public o¢ cials obtain an expected

payo¤equal to their reservation wage, this implies that, when they are co-responsible

for each other�s behavior (and forced to become second parties adversely a¤ected by

corruption), it is possible to achieve a Pareto improvement. In our simple setup, even

the slightest look of disapproval between o¢ ce holders can generate the e¢ ciency

result (provided the corrupt individual feels hurt by it).

When, instead, S = 0, the government cannot improve upon individual liability. In

this case, the price paid for indi¤erence would be that described by Plato in the

quote at the beginning of this paper.

Therefore, we can state the following

Proposition 2. If the moral sanction cost is positive, and if the government wants to
get rid of corruption with e¢ ciency wages, joint liability is less costly than individual

liability.

If we compare the joint liability policy with the minimum wage policy, the simple

look of disapproval may no longer be enough. Indeed, from (5) and (17),

E[�(J; w)]� E[�(I; 0)] = [�F (S +W )� (F +W + S + wR)wR]c

�(F +W )(F +W + S + wR)
(22)

is positive when the social sanction cost is above a given threshold. Speci�cally, (22)

is positive when S � SwJ , which is the same condition that yields p
w
J � p0I in (16).

This leads to the main result of the paper.

Proposition 3. If the moral sanction cost is (weakly) higher than SwJ , the joint
liability policy can eliminate corruption and is less costly to implement than the

minimum wage policy.
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Remark 2. Under the assumption that when both agents are corrupt there is no
redistribution of sanctions between them, if the government were to impose joint

liability together with the minimum wage policy, this would produce no di¤erence in

the audit probability, p0I , derived in sub-section 3.1. This means that joint liability

can be e¤ective only when it is coupled with e¢ ciency wages.

If S < SwJ , joint liability is more expensive than choosing to pay a minimum wage

and allow some corruption. Of course, the government may decide to get rid of it

even though this is not a cost-e¤ective solution.

Finally, since joint liability allows the government to save on monitoring costs,

part of the additional revenues could, in theory, be used to raise the wage of public

o¢ cials above their reservation level. This implies the following additional result.

Proposition 4. Under joint liability, public o¢ cials may end up being better o¤
than under individual liability.

The Pareto improving property implies that the policy can be seen as a non-

coercive instrument used to reduce agency costs. So, individuals who decide to run

as candidates for public o¢ ce would also voluntarily choose to adhere to the new

code of conduct.

5 Discussion and conclusion

The policy proposed in this paper shares some analogies with the incentive scheme

induced by joint liability in group lending contracts, a strategy pursued by many

micro�nance institutions in developing countries (see, for example, Armendàriz and

Gollier, 2000, and Roy Chowdhury, 2005).

The main di¤erence with the public o¢ ce story is that, in the basic structure of

(simultaneous) group lending contracts, �innocent�borrowers must pay both their

loan and those of the other group members, so there is not strictly a collective

punishment. Our joint liability system is, instead, more similar to the mechanism of

sequential group lending contracts analyzed, among others, by Sinn (2013), in which

one borrower at a time is given credit, but the whole group of borrowers is punished
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and excluded from future lending if a single loan is not repaid. In this lending

arrangement, the micro�nance institution makes borrowers, who receive subsequent

loans, accountable for the actions and behavior of their peers, that is, directly a¤ected

second parties.

A distinctive feature of group lending contracts is that members may have the in-

centive to monitor each other and use social pressure to enforce loan repayments.

Nonetheless, many theoretical works show that group lending and lender monitoring

can mitigate the risk of strategic default even without the presence of peer auditing

and pressure among borrowers. The reason is that joint liability itself allows trans-

ferring a part of the risk of unobservable individual characteristics from the bank to

the borrowing group. And, this is what we implicitly assume in this paper, where

we consider a context in which it is di¢ cult or too expensive for public o¢ cials to

monitor or report the behavior of their peers.

It is important to add that, one of the weaknesses of collective punishment is

that o¢ ce members can circumvent it by building strong ties of mutual support

and solidarity among themselves. This may lead individuals to engage in cover-up

activities and undermine the core e¤ects of collective sanctions (see Levinson, 2003,

and Peterson, 2012). In this case, moral sanctions would be less e¤ective and joint

liability could not lead to a reduction in monitoring costs. Another issue of joint

liability is that public o¢ cials might have the incentive to collude, for instance, by

adopting a position of complicity and sharing the earnings from corruption. In order

to reduce the solidarity e¤ect, public o¢ cials could be made jointly responsible even

if they are assigned to di¤erent administrative units or even di¤erent public bodies,

although the system is likely to be judged more �fair�if they share the same o¢ ce

or public task.

From the discussion above, the need to design new forms of anti-corruption poli-

cies can be expected to be more relevant for less-developed and transition economies14.

This topic has been addressed by many authors, for instance Besley and McLaren

(1993), who show that the treatment of public servants poses serious concerns for

14See Olken and Pande (2012) for empirical evidence of corruption in developing and transi-
tion economies. See also Rose-Ackerman (1978) for a review on the negative economic e¤ects of
corruption, and Mo (2001) for an empirical investigation of the impact on economic growth.
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developing countries. But, in fact, corruption is also widespread in more advanced

and industrialized countries, in particular in politics and public bureaucracy. For

one though-provoking example, we believe that some politicians would hardly be re-

elected if voters (or in general citizens), who live in the same electoral district, would

be forced to pay a �corruption tax�whenever the elected representative is charged

for corruption crimes.

In more general terms, individuals would have to choose between living in a corrupt

society and being (partly) responsible for the actions of their relevant peers.
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